
THE ROTARY ONE 
The most advanced transplanter on the market toda y.  

For planting greenhouse tray plug plants, our rotary planting unit is number one in its field. 
That's why we call it the ROTARY ONE. With only one operator, this efficient machine 
will plant more than 60 plants per minute. After initial setting is made to fit your desired 
depth and plant spacing, plants are dropped into the rotating cups and the planter does the 
rest. Spacing and plant depth are both very uniform. This transplanter can be used as a sin-
gle row unit mounted on a three point hitch, or any number of units can be mounted onto 
either a toolbar or a tractor drawn main frame. In addition to the many standard features, 
available options include coulter blades, cultivator attachments, different plant holding trays 
and your choice of seats. 

PLANT CUPS Six large non-stick hinged plant cups are acti-
vated with a cam. Opening each their entire length as they pass 
over the chute, which helps prevent plants from hanging up. 
Capable of setting tall plants. 

RUBBER PACKING WHEELS Designed to pack soil 
firmly around each plant. 

FURROW OPENER The furrow opener is 
supplied with a non-stick polymer coating 
which resists soil build up and assures a nar-
row and uniform depth furrow. 



Two row Rotary One planting units shown on a 1302HC 
pull type frame with 300 gallon barrel 

2 row or 4 row on a toolbar with or without fertilizer 

Spin trays or center slide trays are available 

HOLLAND TRANSPLANTER CO 
510 EAST 16TH STREET / HOLLAND MI 49423-3702 U.S.A. / 616-392-3579 
FAX 616-392-7996 
WEBSITE: WWW.TRANSPLANTER.COM  / EMAIL sales@transplanter.com  
1-800-275-4482 
Leaders in the field since 1927 
Holland Transplanter reserves the right to make changes without 
notice, in our continuing effort to improve product performance. 
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